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 RIP Terry Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:14:25 No.63263402 >>63263430 >>63263503 >>63263553 >>63263591 >>63263628 >>63263695
>>63263786 >>63263806 >>63264459 >>63264743 >>63264821 >>63265010 >>63265534 >>63266279 >>63267020 >>63267192 >>63267604 >>63267843 >>63268030

CIA niggers caught up with him

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:16:27 No.63263430

>>63263402 (OP) 
Sad. 
But god WILL destroy the CIA. He promised.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:19:02 No.63263458

dubs says he gets shanked for calling someone a nigger

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:22:08 No.63263503 >>63263531 >>63267650 >>63270048

>>63263402 (OP) 
Terry's got 'em exactly where he wants 'em.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:24:06 No.63263531 >>63267650

>>63263503 
This. Everything is going according to Terry's plan. He'll be fine.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:25:15 No.63263553 >>63263572 >>63263588 >>63263604 >>63264292 >>63265978
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>>63263402 (OP) 
I feel like /g/ has not been a positive influence on Terry.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:26:43 No.63263572 >>63263627

>>63263553 
You mean deifying a schizophrenic with delusions of grandeur is a bad idea?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:28:34 No.63263588 >>63266251

OP sold out Terry, you damn CIA nigger. 

>>63263553 
4chan generally isn't a positive influence on anyone, at least not with trolls like OP around.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:28:50 No.63263591 >>63263614

>>63263402 (OP) 
>not knowing what RIP means

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:29:30 No.63263603 >>63263628

Not his first time

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:29:33 No.63263604 >>63263685 >>63263705 >>63263815 >>63265027 >>63266592

>>63263553 
Didnt /g/ defend him from some bully in his live stream or sonething

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:30:10 No.63263614 >>63264491

>>63263591 
RIP means RIP In Pieces 

Sort of like how GNU means GNU's Not Unix

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:31:21 No.63263627

>>63263572 
there is no way that is the case

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:31:23 No.63263628 >>63263685 >>63263724 >>63269009

>>63263402 (OP) 
Live streaming your life on the internet while being on the run from the cops was a bad idea. Who would've known? 

>>63263603 
And certainly not his last.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:31:27 No.63263631 >>63263643 >>63263647 >>63263652 >>63263658

So whom did Terry hit/beat so hard it come to this with $3200 bail?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:31:41 No.63263638

RIP in peace

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:32:20 No.63263643

>>63263631 
probably whacked his dad in the head before he got kicked out
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:32:35 No.63263647

>>63263631 
a cia nigger

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:32:41 No.63263648

F

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:33:14 No.63263652 >>63265178
File: 1505277135062.png (674 KB, 802x446)

>>63263631

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:33:36 No.63263658

>>63263631 
You only pay 10%

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:33:39 No.63263659

F

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:36:15 No.63263685

>>63263604 
Yes, we doxed some teenage fuck and made his life miserable when he gave Terry shit. 

>>63263628 
>Live streaming your life on the internet while being on the run from the cops was a bad idea.  
How can he know the difference between REALLY being on the run from the cops and his normal "being on the run from the
cops and the CIA" delusions that everyone says is fake? To him there is nothing clearly different between them and he
does fine when he usually live streams. 

He has no real reason to know it's any more of a bad idea than usual. He might not have known that he was chased by the
cops for real.
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:37:14 No.63263695

>>63263402 (OP) 
f

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:38:32 No.63263705 >>63268539
File: terry.png (481 KB, 1188x501)

>>63263604 
/g/ has done other nice things for him like buying him a drum kit, but have also egged him on constantly into more and
more destructive behaviour, culminating in him being kicked out of his house and now ending up in jail.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:38:34 No.63263707 >>63263741 >>63263757 >>63263778 >>63263804 >>63263826 >>63264521 >>63264675
File: Screen Shot 2017-11-07 at(...).png (324 KB, 1646x1504)
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Confirmed. RIP

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:40:27 No.63263724 >>63263735

>>63263628 
He does this because he believes he's not on the real internet, but one run by the CIA.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:41:34 No.63263735

>>63263724 
he isn't wrong. wake up, sheeple

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:42:17 No.63263741

>>63263707 
no. No! NOOOOOOOO!

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:43:21 No.63263757 >>63263776

>>63263707 
why is his name the only one in lowercase, like you just did select/edit the elements with developer tools
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:44:52 No.63263776

>>63263757 
It's the CIA, man.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:45:12 No.63263778 >>63263831

>>63263707 
Why is his name lowercase? 
Link please?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:45:43 No.63263786 >>63267320

>>63263402 (OP) 
We're going to hunt the bastard that snitched him out. If it's you OP, you better be behind a few proxies motherfucker

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:46:54 No.63263800 >>63268449

anyone know what he did?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:47:06 No.63263804 >>63263844

>>63263707 
Donate some bucks, folks. It's for a good cause.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:47:11 No.63263806 >>63263818

>>63263402 (OP) 
The worst meme in the whole history of memes. Mentally ill faggot. /g/...kill yourselves.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:48:03 No.63263815 >>63263834 >>63263837

>>63263604 

/g/ ruined his life by feeding his mental illness. It's really sad and would make a good investigative anti-4chan article by
some SJW media site.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:48:18 No.63263818

>>63263806 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2Qa2J4j3_8 [Embed]

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:48:32 No.63263821
File: 1483124484459.png (83 KB, 308x233)

>MIT niggers get BTFO video was deleted from jewtube because muh hatred 
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dumb fucking monkey niggers. At least the nigger cattle ultimatum is still there.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:48:39 No.63263826
File: Styx_PiecesOfEight_Renegade.png (321 KB, 459x341)

>>63263707 
Oh, Mama, I'm in fear for my life from the long arm of the law 
Law man has put an end to my running and I'm so far from my home 
Oh, Mama I can hear you a-cryin', you're so scared and all alone 
Hangman is comin' down from the gallows and I don't have very long 

The jig is up, the news is out 
They've finally found me 
The renegade who had it made 
Retrieved for a bounty 

Never more to go astray 
This will be the end today 
Of the wanted man

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:48:05 No.63263831 >>63263875

>>63263778 
>inmatecanteen.com 
You have to make an account (could use fake info, nobody gives a shit). Search "Nevada" and "Nye", and type in "Davis".

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:49:05 No.63263834

>>63263815 
""""""We""""""" didn't make him do anything he wouldn't have done anyway

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:49:20 No.63263837 >>63264956

>>63263815 
>/g/ ruined his life by feeding his mental illness 
is that a crime now?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:49:44 No.63263844 >>63263896 >>63263906 >>63263908
File: Screen Shot 2017-11-07 at(...).png (423 KB, 1680x1276)
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>>63263804 
You can actually do that

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:50:10 No.63263848 >>63263865

This is sad if true. TempleOS is actually a brilliant original operating system built by a savant.  

F

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:51:30 No.63263865 >>63263932 >>63264734 >>63265752

>>63263848 
>TempleOS is actually a brilliant original operating system built by a savant. 
TempleOS is actually a junkware OS built by a literal retard

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:52:17 No.63263875

>>63263831 
Names to use  
Mike Pompeo 
Porter Goss 
Michael Hayden 
Leon Panetta 
Michael Morell 
David Petraeus 
John Brennen

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:52:26 No.63263878
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Is this the real life?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:52:28 No.63263879

I call bullcrap.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:54:09 No.63263896
File: Thatcher.jpg (1.36 MB, 2048x1536)

>>63263844 
>Video visit an inmate 

Interdasting

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:54:46 No.63263906

>>63263844 
>video visit an inmate

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:54:52 No.63263908 >>63265456
File: 1460066374781.jpg (725 KB, 2048x1536)
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>>

>>63263844 
>anon doesvideo visit 
>streams on yt 
>mfw

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:56:14 No.63263922
File: terry.jpg (123 KB, 731x709)
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>destroying CIA from the inside 

God made this possible. Terry is on the right path. Don't lose faith.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:56:40 No.63263928

>inb4 OP registered inmatecanteen.com a few days ago to scam some shekels 

captcha: freedom calle

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:56:54 No.63263932

>>63263865 
GTFO with that jealousy. He's famous, built an OS, and has a master's in engineering. What have you accomplished for not
being a retard

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)14:58:44 No.63263947
File: 1503189039136.jpg (106 KB, 796x625)
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>/g/ it's given their own personal CWC 
>Terry is actual good at what he does, unlike Chris 
>/g/ screws him over 
Well, that was short lived

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:03:12 No.63263995 >>63264016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oday_Fc-Gc [Embed]

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:05:00 No.63264014

Stream visit when

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:05:14 No.63264016
File: 1509507780283.png (79 KB, 291x343)
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:08:51 No.63264064 >>63264080 >>63264599
File: Screenshot_2017-11-07_21-05-09.jpg (435 KB, 1400x1137)
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very poor google reviews. someone go visit him.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:09:47 No.63264076 >>63264101

>i live in pahrump 

what should I do?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:10:08 No.63264080

>>63264064 
who leaves good reviews for a jail

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:12:10 No.63264101 >>63264245

>>63264076 
Can you call the county detention center, and ask if Terry's car has been properly secured? Or is it still back in Beatty? (all
his stuff is in there) Are they aware that he is schizophrenic and needs his meds, and that he has a bad shoulder injury?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:13:16 No.63264113 >>63264167 >>63264245

so will he remain in jail until someone posts the new 3200$ bail?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:13:18 No.63264114 >>63268802
File: snail.png (155 KB, 307x297)

i hope they dont put him with niggers. things could get messy.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:13:21 No.63264117

Poor Terry. If /g/ has even a shred of dignity they'll at least flood the prison with phone calls to make sure that Terry gets
medical attention. He's a mental patient not a criminal. He needs his fucking meds.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:17:47 No.63264167 >>63264192 >>63264869

>>63264113 
I think that's old bail, and if you've already skipped bail once, they usually won't let you out again. He will be remanded into
custoy until trial.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:19:30 No.63264192 >>63264258

>>63264167 
so how long will that typically be?
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:23:14 No.63264242

What was he on trial for anyway?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:23:21 No.63264245 >>63264380 >>63264869

>>63264101 
Most likely impounded, and will eventually be seized.  
>>63264113 
Gonna b hard for a bail agent to write a bond for someone who jumped bond and didn't show up for court.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:23:56 No.63264258 >>63264286

>>63264192 
Well, the last time he had his arrest/bail hearing, it was something like September 20th? and they had the hearing set for
October 31st ... so yeah, it can be 30 days sitting in the can, in the cooler, in the pokey.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:24:15 No.63264262 >>63264309 >>63266024 >>63267660

This prison is known for it's civil rights abuses, it's inhuman treatment of it's prisoners and through audits, the deplorable
medical care for inmates in their care has been documented. The cases are many. The guards treat prisoners in inhuman
ways, making them stand shackeled for hours on end, subject them to humiliation and deny them food. Prison guards and
administration with unchecked power. Most of these inmates are only being held for trial, not yet convicted of any crime
and they are treated to routine cavity searches violating their Constitutional rights- these cavity searches taking place even
though they are forced to see visitors through glass. This prison is un-American and an deplorable excuse for the violation
of human rights. This torture center needs to be audited and guards investigated for routine abuse of these held awaiting
trial. This is a for-profit prison and is audited for sexual abuse but not torture and abuse as they implement torture into their
procedures and practices, thus hiding behind this behavior as "adhering to rules".

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:25:54 No.63264286 >>63264869

>>63264258 
you get treated really poorly for skipping bail

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:26:00 No.63264287

Gofundme when?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:26:31 No.63264292 >>63264335 >>63264998 >>63265445 >>63265585

>>63263553 
/g/ did the same thing with terry as /v/ did with chris-chan. 
Now look at where chris-chan is. He even thinks he's a girl. 

bored channers + mentally ill people never ends well.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:27:35 No.63264309 >>63264935

>>63264262 
Don't like jail? Don't go.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:29:14 No.63264335 >>63264605

>>63264292 
how long before terry cuts his dick off and gets BLACKED

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:33:36 No.63264380 >>63264787

>>63264245 
>Most likely impounded, and will eventually be seized. 
Noooooo! It's got to have his contents saved! His laptop, camera, his medication, his money, his identity papers and all his
worldly possessions are in that van. They must be saved!
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:37:19 No.63264435

gofundme for Terry's bail + to put money on his books when?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:39:25 No.63264459 >>63264521 >>63264531

>>63263402 (OP) 
>no source other than a shitty screenshot from a page OP made himself 
lmao

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:41:39 No.63264491 >>63264826 >>63269331

>>63263614 
hope you are kidding

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:43:16 No.63264521

>>63264459 
see 
>>63263707 
blind nigger

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:44:12 No.63264531
File: 1437334727528.png (803 KB, 1383x810)

>>63264459 
Did you not read the fucking thread? 

Terry is in the fucking prison inmate registry.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:49:19 No.63264599 >>63264635

>>63264064 
>I was here on a 2 week lay over. Since I'm out of the gang life, I was segregated by myself and could only go out 1 hour a
day. The cell that I got had dried blood all over the wall and floor. The food was not bad but not enough. All in all, it was not
as bad as it sounds, but of course it all depends on how you decide to do your time. 
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>>

>They Torture Political Prisoners and lie about it. They donate to corrupt Politicians who cover for them is my guess. I have
not researched it .. 
It does not matter if a Prison is Private or Government Run . If it does not have the proper checks and balances there will
be abuse.. I thought Private would be more efficient .. but they Operate in Secrecy ..  
Some claim that Trump owns Stock in this Rotten Corrupt Prison System .. have not researched that yet either.. 
>Not my experience but what is going on there torture is what is happening, but the Ammons in solitary confinement no
food/water for 12 hours in shackles; taking their clothes, throwing them in cold showers, making them ill. This is cruel! 
>-This prison is known for it's civil rights abuses, it's inhuman treatment of it's prisoners and through audits, the deplorable
medical care for inmates in their care has been documented. The cases are many. The guards treat prisoners in inhuman
ways, making them stand shackeled for hours on end, subject them to humiliation and deny them food. Prison guards and
administration with unchecked power. Most of these inmates are only being held for trial, not yet convicted of any crime
and they are treated to routine cavity searches violating their Constitutional rights- these cavity searches taking place even
though they are forced to see visitors through glass. This prison is un-American and an deplorable excuse for the violation
of human rights.  

Nice place.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:49:38 No.63264605

>>63264335 
>implying Terry won't herd the nigger cattle 24/7 in prison

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:51:56 No.63264635

>>63264599 
well that's on terry. want to have your rights respected? don't be american.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:55:08 No.63264675 >>63264723 >>63264776

>>63263707 
Wait a minute... Who is Terry in Jail with? Ronald... Alright, but Lisa, Catherine, Kathleen and Anita? Those sounds like girl
names... Is Terry in a women's prison?  

Wait a minute... Did he already marry someone named Anita?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:56:12 No.63264697 >>63264770

Don't those with a degree have the right to stay in a cell without niggers or they don't have that law at all in US?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:56:50 No.63264704
File: 1499396485593[2].png (430 KB, 735x720)
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>>

>>

>>

>>63264649 
>mfw terry is getting raped to sleep every night

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:57:49 No.63264723

>>63264675 
He searched for Davis and that was the result. What's your problem?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:58:19 No.63264734

>>63263865 
fuck off with that low quality bait. Nobody is so tech illiterate that they can't see how sophisticated TempleOS actually is.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:58:48 No.63264743 >>63264750 >>63269009

>>63263402 (OP) 

Fuck YES!! 
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>>

>>

>>

>>

Hahahaha..

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)15:59:47 No.63264750 >>63265029

>>63264743 
>>>/v/

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:01:02 No.63264770

>>63264697 
If you have a degree you have the right to request knee-pads and vaseline suppositories in all American prisons. It makes
you more popular, though.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:01:34 No.63264776

>>63264675 
>Did he already marry someone named Anita? 
Yes, Anita Davis, the free software evangelist

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:02:47 No.63264787 >>63264842

>>63264380 
What can we do to save it? Is there anyone we can talk to?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:03:34 No.63264795
File: 1483217732813.png (767 KB, 700x700)
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>>

>>

>>

>>63264649 
>deleted 
Based mods removing CIA niggers.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:05:53 No.63264821

>>63263402 (OP) 
He fought the law and the law won

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:06:09 No.63264826

>>63264491 
You poor thing

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:07:21 No.63264842

>>63264787 
I don't know. The police who arrested must know where the car is ... if they arrested him in his car. His car might still be
sitting out there in the Free Parking Lot, alone and undefended ... and scared.
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:07:40 No.63264843

His stack machine isn't well designed because it's not a hybrid. He doesn't even use an accumulator. Why not? You have to
push an aggregate's pointer onto the stack for each member dereference.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:09:40 No.63264869

>>63264167 
>if you've already skipped bail once, they usually won't let you out again.  
>>63264245 
>Gonna b hard for a bail agent to write a bond for someone who jumped bond and didn't show up for court. 
That is completely unfair! He is schizophrenic, how can he know that his memories of getting arrested and bailed is
different from his memories of when he was arrested by the CIA and managed to get away or when he met aliens. It is
completely unfair to put responsibility on Terry for that when he has no way of knowing if it's real or not. America is a
shithole, even ISIS don't punish the insane or expect people with schizophrenia to follow the laws. They don't have the
resources that the law takes for granted. 
>>63264286 
>you get treated really poorly for skipping bail 
Fucking unfair and unjust system you guys have, what a fucking travesty. Terry needs safety and care, he don't belong in
jail

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:11:45 No.63264885 >>63264894

I wonder what will happen with his site.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:12:33 No.63264894 >>63265552 >>63266562 >>63266866

>>63264885 
when his domain registration lapses I'm going to buy it and redirect it to blacked.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:16:54 No.63264935 >>63265756 >>63265795

>>63264309 
Well... Good fucking luck when you don't know what is real or not. Have you ever done something immoral in a dream?
Walked out of your home without pants on perhaps? What if you had no real way to distinguish what is in your head or not.
You could be kicking a coke machine that took your money, but in reality it might be a child or a police car. And you have
no idea why you are in jail because nothing they claim you did or saw you did makes sense to you. 

It's not like jail is a choice for people like Terry

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:19:07 No.63264956

>>63263837 
>my morals are defined by what is or isn't legal 
wow anon

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:24:23 No.63264998

>>63264292 
also /v/ fucked with a mentally ill stalker of a model. that guy rioted in his street and got shot in the head by a neighbor. he
survived though.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:25:21 No.63265010 >>63265051

>>63263402 (OP) 
Why did you rat him out, OP?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:26:59 No.63265027

>>63263604 
what happened? did someone fuck with him on stream? is it recorded?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:27:07 No.63265029 >>63265059 >>63266237
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>63264750 

>hurr, if you don't like racist wackos you are not 1337

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:28:45 No.63265051

>>63265010 

Money, of course. 
C'mon you would have done it too, if they contacted you. 

Don't hate the player, hate the game.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:29:18 No.63265059 >>63265144

>>63265029 
>hurr, if you don't celebrate the imprisonment of the mentally disabled you're a dumbass

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:35:26 No.63265144 >>63265284

>>63265059 

Lock him away before he can do more damage. 
Also he need some serious treatment.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:35:50 No.63265149

2016 terry > 2015 terry >>>>>>>>> 2017 terry 

Dunno what made so many faggots latch onto him this year, if only the mods actually did their job maybe none of this
would have happened

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:37:17 No.63265178 >>63265261 >>63265284 >>63265573 >>63265586 >>63266753 >>63267419

>>63263652 
Who was in the wrong here? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAVx9uj2bCE#t=3m13s [Embed]

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:39:25 No.63265212 >>63265252

Why'd he get arrested tho.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:42:04 No.63265252 >>63265316

>>63265212 
battery 
probably knocked his dad upside the head

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:42:58 No.63265261
File: 200re.png (219 KB, 497x381)
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>>

>>

>>

>>63265178 

droppin some truth bombs

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:44:52 No.63265284 >>63266270

>>63265144 
>Also he need some serious treatment. 
He won't get that in jail 

>>63265178 
Terry have seemingly awful views, but that is not views he have cultivated in a healthy mind. Who knows what he thinks is
real or not, in his world his views is likely very reasonable. Terry is a smart and thoughtful guy

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:46:48 No.63265316 >>63265375

>>63265252 
he had the bench warrant out for a missed court date on the lewdness thing. i think he got detained now over that warrant.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:50:43 No.63265375 >>63265400 >>63265601 >>63266218
File: ss+(2017-11-07+at+02.48.41).jpg (143 KB, 938x922)
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>>

>>

>>

>>63265316

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:52:37 No.63265400 >>63265583

>>63265375 
i thought wrong

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:55:22 No.63265445

>>63264292 
Are you implying Chris-chan isn't happier as a girl? The ablest language is also very triggering

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)16:56:30 No.63265456

>>63263908 
me
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:02:03 No.63265534 >>63265629

>>63263402 (OP) 
>attwhore get what deserve 
Thanks, the only god of /g/ is Stallman.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:03:20 No.63265552

>>63264894 
Top Cuck

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:04:41 No.63265573 >>63265683

>>63265178 
Wait... he mentioned his dad was involved with the titan missals. anyone know his dad's name?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:05:25 No.63265583

>>63265400 
No no, you were right, in a way. 
Terry's missed Oct 31st court date WAS for the Lewdness. All of a sudden, this warrant for battery shows up, but battery
wasn't the charge for the missed court date. So i don't know how, when, or why the battery was added. Maybe they were all
lumped together somehow

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:05:25 No.63265585

>>63264292 
>never ends well 
Well, from whose perspective? I'm having a good time personally.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:05:25 No.63265586

>>63265178 

the niggers it seems

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:06:46 No.63265601 >>63265751
File: bigboy.jpg (51 KB, 749x771)
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>>

>>

>>63265375 
>5'11 
Wait, is this a meme?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:09:14 No.63265627

What did he even do?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:09:27 No.63265629 >>63265643
File: terjee.jpg (83 KB, 600x800)
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>>

>>

>>63265534 

Terry is now queen of /g/

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:10:21 No.63265643

>>63265629 
TILF

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:13:08 No.63265683 >>63265723

>>63265573 
I think his dad is Terry E Davis
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:16:38 No.63265723 >>63265746

>>63265683 
Probably not.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:18:10 No.63265746

>>63265723 
probably not what? His dad's name is Terrence Edward Davis.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:18:45 No.63265751 >>63265769 >>63265801 >>63266691
File: terry-bigboy.jpg (134 KB, 749x771)

>>63265601

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:18:51 No.63265752
File: Ryder-GTASA.jpg (22 KB, 154x200)
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>>

>>

>>63263865 
no respect for the hood

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:18:55 No.63265756 >>63265859

>>63264935 
I see no better place for someone like that than jail.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:20:08 No.63265769 >>63268794
File: sides1.jpg (1.61 MB, 800x6391)
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>>

>>63265751 
Holy fuck, my sides. Thank you, internet.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:22:27 No.63265795
File: 20i9k50.gif (130 KB, 290x375)
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>>63264935 
>coke machine

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:23:02 No.63265801

>>63265751 
kek

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:27:46 No.63265859 >>63265970

>>63265756 
Fucking idiot, you deserve to go to jail. Mentally ill people do not. They need care and help.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:31:01 No.63265893 >>63265905

Does anyone know what the send SMS or email to inmate actually does? I am considering putting 50 bucks in his
commissary but would like to send him a reassuring message as part of it.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:31:51 No.63265905 >>63265956

>>63265893 
>trying to reassure a paranoid schizo 
Don't. You might end up triggering some fear response.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:34:57 No.63265948 >>63266003 >>63266786

Haha, I knew something like this gonna happen. Good job /g/! 
Now if we could meme him into stabbing someone to death in prison, preferably a minority, that would be amazing!

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:35:02 No.63265952

human sex act

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:35:09 No.63265956

>>63265905 
I was just going to send him the text of Acts 16:29-36
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:36:13 No.63265970 >>63265999 >>63266083 >>63266143

>>63265859 
He had everything he needed, he chose to stop his medication, he did this to himself. No sympathy at this point for people
that don't want help.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:36:38 No.63265978 >>63266264

>>63263553 
/g/ is the most positive influence terry has ever had

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:38:26 No.63265999 >>63266065 >>63266079 >>63266199

>>63265970 
t. someone who's never been on antipsychotics 

That shit is hell, and has serious long term consequences.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:38:41 No.63266003

>>63265948 
In the US, inmates don't usually have access to the Internet.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:39:39 No.63266024

>>63264262 
>America has 25% of the world prison population 
Land of the free! Home of the brave!

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:42:57 No.63266065 >>63266079 >>63266103

>>63265999 
The alternative is far worse.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:43:17 No.63266069 >>63266134

>Studies across 20 countries show a strong association between schizophrenia and smoking, whereby people with
schizophrenia are much more likely to smoke than those without the disease. For example, in the United States, 80% or
more of people with schizophrenia smoke, compared to 20% of the general population in 2006. 

>Though it is well established that smoking is more prevalent among people with schizophrenia than the general population
as well as those with other psychiatric diagnoses, there is currently no definitive explanation for this difference. 
hmm

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:43:57 No.63266079 >>63266086 >>63266103

>>63265999 
>>63266065 
tfw docs wanna put me on atypicals for depression

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:44:21 No.63266083 >>63266129

>>63265970 
>He had everything he needed, he chose to stop his medication 
From what I hear anti-psychotic medication is awful. He likely just wanted a little break so that he could feel comfy again.
Just like how you don't like to work all day and all night without sleep even if you could and even if it was good for you. You
would likely just "rest a little" after a while. 

>No sympathy at this point for people that don't want help. 
And how do you know that he don't want help you heartless evil swine? He just did not want to feel horrible all the time and
then suddenly the illness took over. You psycopaths are not able to feel empathy or consider that other people have inner
lives, but they do and things are more complex than you make it out to be.
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:44:52 No.63266086 >>63266105

>>63266079 
Therapy is just as effective as drugs. Look it up.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:46:12 No.63266103 >>63266199

>>63266065 
To society. Imagine that, someone might want to choose what feels best for them rather than what's best for society. Keep
in mind I'm not saying he should have stopped his meds, but to say "he made the choice" is too simplistic, since there are
strong reasons for why one might be motivated to not take them.  

>>63266079 
Don't do it, I went through that shit. They use it as an "adjunct". Enjoy feeling like a zombie, gaining a fuckton of weight,
and potential for tardive dyskinesia in the future. It's honestly worse than the depression. If you're really bad, like you think
you might honestly kill yourself soon, then forget what I said and listen to your doctor, but if you're not that bad, and you
still haven't explored diet/exercise, do that first. Going on antipsychotics is not a decision to be taken likely, despite how
easily a psychiatrist will prescribe them for non-psychosis.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:46:19 No.63266104

>tfw TempleOS has been Reiser4'd now

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:46:21 No.63266105 >>63266154

>>63266086 
been in therapy for 3 years and have tried several medications up until this point and nothing has helped

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:48:06 No.63266129 >>63266174 >>63266175 >>63266206 >>63266373 >>63266409 >>63266413

>>63266083 
Schizos are a menace to society and either need heavy medication, or confinement. He's been nothing but a drain on
society the last 20+ years, contributing nothing.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:48:28 No.63266134

>>63266069 
there are MAOIs in tobacco. it's an anti depressant. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monoamine_oxidase_inhibitor

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:48:41 No.63266143 >>63266168

>>63265970 
>he chose to stop his medication 
Terry never said he stopped his medication

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:49:50 No.63266154 >>63266189

>>63266105 
Enjoy your bitch tits, massive weight gain, and no erections.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:51:01 No.63266168

>>63266143 
Even more reason to keep him confined.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:51:33 No.63266174 >>63266185

>>63266129 
He contributed TempleOS, which is a monumental achievement. What have you accomplished that's anywhere near on that
scale? Of course idiots with no creativity like you only consider the value of financial contributions.
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:51:36 No.63266175 >>63266185

>>63266129 
He made a fucking operating system, what have you contributed to society

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:52:55 No.63266185 >>63266208 >>63266217 >>63266235

>>63266174 
>>63266175 
Totally useless hobby project, nothing more.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:53:00 No.63266189

>>63266154 
all of those are shit examples and not scary at all considering I'm already fat and not getting laid. 

the real scary shit is the movement disorders

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:53:52 No.63266199 >>63266227 >>63266235

>>63265999 
>>63266103 

Could you stop spouting such nonsense, please? 
I bet my ass that you've never had any depressions or drugs. Been on that stuff, too. It was the best decision in my life.  

Yes, I also was scared as shit. But when I took that stuff it was like some mist going away that you never really noticed. I
felt "emotionally clear" for the first time since months. 

The shit is, the more mentally ill you are, the less you realize it. People are scared as shit when you try to say they should
take something against their depression. but I have never EVER seen someone who did regret it in the long run. Everything
is better than becoming suicidal and slowly sinking into some weird echo chamber in your mind. 

The trick is to not stop this shit as soon as feel better. That's when people kill themselves. Just takes those fucking stuff
for half a year and make a therapy, you have nothing to lose but everything to gain.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:54:15 No.63266206
File: that_way.png (44 KB, 274x175)

>>63266129 
>contributing nothing 
He created TempleOS. He wrote a fucking compiler! He sang, he danced, he drummed.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:54:19 No.63266208 >>63266224

>>63266185 
he single handedly designed most of ticket masters early internal ring0 systems

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:54:49 No.63266217 >>63266244

>>63266185 
>Useless 
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Says who. You don’t have to contribute money to society to be a contribution. You can contribute art, knowledge, culture,
ideas, etc

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:54:56 No.63266218

>>63265375 
>170lbs 
wut 
he looks like a weighs a buck 20 on a good day.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:55:27 No.63266224 >>63266240

>>63266208 
So he contributes to a corporate monopoly? One more reason to hate him.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:55:35 No.63266227 >>63266329

>>63266199 
are you on antipsychotics or just SSRI medication? are you prescribed them for depression or psychosis?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:56:19 No.63266235 >>63266438

>>63266185 
It has great educational value. 

But fine, here's another one: John Nash. He made major contributions to various fields of mathematics. What about you? 

>>63266199 
Good for you, you're part of the percentage that responds to drugs. Unfortunately, that percentage isn't very high. The guy
already said all the other drugs he tried didn't work. Have you been on antipsychotics? Also note my disclaimer: 

>If you're really bad, like you think you might honestly kill yourself soon, then forget what I said and listen to your doctor 

I think if people are really desperate, they should try whatever tools are available. But medication shouldn't be first-line
treatment, and you certainly shouldn't start handing out antipsychotics for depression unless it's REALLY serious (e.g.
catatonic depression).

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:56:25 No.63266237

>>63265029 
>>>/reddit/

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:56:41 No.63266240 >>63266256

>>63266224 
except you were saying he contributed nothing to society when contributing to a society's businesses is contributing to
society, you dumb MIT nigger

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:56:57 No.63266244 >>63266820

>>63266217 
This is satire, right? 

. 

Right?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:57:25 No.63266251

>>63263588 
>4chan generally isn't a positive influence on anyone 
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But we made trump the president.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:58:05 No.63266256 >>63266277

>>63266240 
One contribution 30 years ago that any monkey could have done. Very unimpressed.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:58:39 No.63266264 >>63266368

>>63265978 
Terry was happily living his life, coding his OS with God's help and preparing to take down the CIA niggers once and for all
before /g/ sidetracked him. Now he's off his meds, homeless and in jail. 

Really makes you think.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:59:10 No.63266270 >>63266342 >>63266365 >>63266466

>>63265284 
Do mentally ill people get sent to jail instead of hospital in Burgeristan?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:59:34 No.63266277 >>63266310

>>63266256 
still makes you wrong though, keep reducing to make yourself feel better

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)17:59:37 No.63266279 >>63266291

>>63263402 (OP) 
he wrote an operating system 
lived in van 
bathed in a river 
masturbated on webcam 
and now is arrested 
my life is boring

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:00:21 No.63266291

>>63266279 
dont forget shat in said van

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:01:33 No.63266310

>>63266277 
Just like Nash, he became worthless after his genetic defects took over.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:03:05 No.63266329 >>63266437 >>63267794

>>63266227 

This was some time ago and I don't really feel like going into details here. I managed to get things straight eventually and
today I'm just happy that those days are gone. 

All I want to say is that I've seen some people taking those little pills and some people refusing that kind of stuff. Ironically:
the more people need it the more resistance they usually have (including me at some point in my life). The people refusing
it are usually the ones who still keep on having the same problems after years. 

Don't be an asshole and burden for the people who hold you dear, just bite the bullet and in a year of emotional effort and it
will pay off. It really will.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:04:02 No.63266342 >>63266355
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>>

>>63266270 
You commit crimes, you go to jail.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:04:58 No.63266355 >>63266383 >>63266391 >>63266466

>>63266342 
Is a mentally ill person going to learn his lesson in jail?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:05:30 No.63266365 >>63266401 >>63267677
File: 1504102412147.jpg (60 KB, 1014x1024)

>>63266270 
The US has almost no way of dealing with mentally unstable people. 

Treatment is the last, and most expensive option, offered; only if you seek it out. 

They just throw people in the slammer once they fuck up and they keep coming back. Look up US incarceration ratios vs
the rest of the world and it's quite scary.
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:05:35 No.63266368

>>63266264 
The ones trying to fuck with terry like pretending to be dianna telling terry she loves to suck big nigger cocks wasn’t /g/,
just stupid kids wanting their epic screencaps

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:06:03 No.63266373 >>63266417 >>63266439

>>63266129 
This. 
He gets 1400 per month 
1400 x 12 = 16,800 x 20 years 336,000

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:06:39 No.63266383 >>63266396

>>63266355 
It will protect society, ignoring all the other massive implications you implied

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:07:28 No.63266391

>>63266355 
Ah, I see your misconception. Jail in America is not about rehabilitation.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:08:06 No.63266396 >>63266423

>>63266383 
Is it going to protect the society once he is released?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:08:34 No.63266401 >>63266412

>>63266365 
>Look up US incarceration ratios vs the rest of the world and it's quite scary. 
Russia, china, brazil, india, and fucking mexico have lower incarceration rates than the united states

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:09:18 No.63266409 >>63266445 >>63266543

>>63266129 
>Schizos are a menace to society and either need heavy medication, or confinement. 
Fucking idiot... John Forbes Nash would not have contributed his findings in mathematics if he was heavily medicated or
confined. Same with Jack Kerouac, Syd Barret, Daniel Johnston or Charles “Buddy” Bolden (one of the guys who invented
Jazz). 

Being a Schizophrenic don't mean that people are dangerous or can't contribute to society. John Nash worked many year as
a professor while suffering from all sorts of delusions. The difference was that he had access to proper care and help.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:09:31 No.63266412 >>63266459

>>63266401 
because criminals don't get caught there, you street shitter

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:09:33 No.63266413

>>63266129 
The glow is strong in this one

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:09:54 No.63266417 >>63266524

>>63266373 
Now that he's in jail it will cost around $100k a year to detain him

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:10:07 No.63266423 >>63266582 >>63267299
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>>63266396 
Simple solution would be to involuntarily commit him.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:10:42 No.63266437 >>63266458

>>63266329 
nice job removing all the trust i had in what you were saying

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:10:45 No.63266438

>>63266235 

>Good for you, you're part of the percentage that responds to drugs. Unfortunately, that percentage isn't very high. 

That's a little bit to broad. I'd say there are many many different drugs and therapies and you have to pick your poison. A
person I knew was given stuff that made him sleepy and the person stopped it for that very reason. But that was bullshit,
because there is many other different stuff that doesn't make you sleepy at all. 

For myself it was similar, the first doc gave me some stuff that wan''t great and cuase me more problems then it solved..
Then I visited another doctor who told me this was a really stupid thing to take and totally old school. The first doc was
probably just too old and din't knew it was shit, who knows... 
But then I got new stuff and it was a really good decision to try it again. 

I also think drugs are not a replacement for therapy, you really should take both, if you can. But it's better to try meds than
not to try, IMHO.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:10:56 No.63266439

>>63266373 
and how much personal/property damage do you think he could have caused if he wasn't placated with a poverty tier
amount of welfare? how much do you think prison or institutionalised care costs? 
just getting schizophrenics off the street is a net benefit even if does take away from your autism bucks and trying to get
them to a state where they can become somewhat functioning members of society and get a job is a huge benefit to the
economy

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:11:33 No.63266445 >>63266466

>>63266409 
>one of the guys who invented jazz 
You aren't helping your case here.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:12:47 No.63266458 >>63266521

>>63266437 

My bad. 

I'm not here to tell the sad sad story of my life. 
That's exactly the wrong mindset. 

Whatever.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:12:48 No.63266459 >>63266582

>>63266412 
If corrupt nations like communist china and ex communist russia have less people in prison than land of the free something
must be going wrong

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:13:11 No.63266466 >>63266485 >>63266499

>>63266270 
Yes, it's more expensive, but easier to justify. 
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>>63266355 
American jail is not about "learning a lesson" or "justice". It's mostly there as a way to keep black people from taking our
jobs. 

>>63266445 
Jazz is cool as fuck https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_4WcHNjjV0 [Embed]

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:14:36 No.63266485 >>63266582

>>63266466 
>jazz is cool as fuck 
Call the orderlies. This one needs to be restrained.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:15:33 No.63266499

>>63266466 
Thank god I don't live in a third world.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:16:26 No.63266521 >>63266579

>>63266458 
well i was talking about how i have been on medications for depression but they want me to try antipsychotics, but I'm
worried. then you come in talking about how it changed your life for the better and want people to trust and take them. but
then won't even go into detail or say you were actually on antipsychotics or anything for any disorder. which makes you
look full of shit.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:16:29 No.63266524 >>63266582

>>63266417 
actually it wont because he's in a for profit private prison.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:18:17 No.63266543 >>63266578 >>63266582

>>63266409 
Kerouac was a degenerate drug addict, Floyd only got better after Syd, Jazz is dead, and contributed to the downfall of
Western civilization, and Johnson is a literal nobody.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:19:21 No.63266562

>>63264894 
it expires in 2019, gl pal

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:20:46 No.63266578

>>63266543 
Nobody died listening to jazz and I certainly don’t remember jazz encouraging killing cops like rap does

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:20:49 No.63266579

>>63266521 
I'm the dude that told you not to do it. Honestly, you shouldn't be scared. They're not gonna fuck you up permanently after
being on them for a few months. If you want to try them, go for it and see for yourself. Realistically, you'll be fine in the long
run. But be honest with yourself on if they're really helping or not. Watch your diet, though, because they will fatten you up
very quickly. I gained 30 pounds in 3 months, without any change in diet (yes, they can actually alter your metabolism).  

It's a risk/reward thing. If your depression is really bad, maybe it's worth trying. But that's why I suggested diet and exercise
to try before anything else.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:20:54 No.63266582 >>63266604 >>63266646

>>63266423 
Except there is no real proper mental healthcare in the US. 
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>>63266459 
That is an unfair comparison. The Chinese have free mental health institutions while in the US we wait until they do some
crime because they are confused or disturbed and then jail them. 

>>63266485 
Did you listen to that link? How can you say that isn't cool as fuck? Just listen to the first minute or something. 

>>63266524 
Yeah, it will cost the tax payers more. But less will go towards giving him what he need. 

>>63266543 
>and Johnson is a literal nobody. 
You have to be 18 to post here, you idiot. Johnson inspired bands like Nirvana and the Pixies. One of the most important
musical influences in the late 80s and early 90s to tons of bands. H

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:21:50 No.63266592 >>63266635

>>63263604 
what was this about? I never heard about this

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:22:20 No.63266604

>>63266582 
i don't think you understand how private prisons work.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:24:52 No.63266635 >>63267528

>>63266592 
I remember some guy made an apology video on youtube where he apologized for messing with Terry. It was a while ago
now though

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:25:37 No.63266646 >>63266703

>>63266582 
Oh wow, so he helped corrupt a generation of children? Great role model. Nirvana were pussy sellout losers also. Pixies
were literally faggots.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:28:35 No.63266691

>>63265751 
background should be black and the cia nigger should be glowing

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:29:07 No.63266703 >>63266730

>>63266646 
Agreed. I grew up in the 90's. Hated everything about that whiny ass cobain. Me and my friends use to joke about "when is
this dude gonna off himself?" and the he finally did it and we laughed.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:30:36 No.63266730 >>63266764

>>63266703 
>Oh poor me I don't wanna be a rockstar 
>Signs every contract, plays every show 

Total faggot

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:32:18 No.63266753

>>63265178 
>"because my woman is fucking niggers" 

hahahaha
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:33:01 No.63266764

>>63266730 
Just like John Lennon. 
>imagine no possessions 
>lived in the most expensive hotel in NYC

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:33:25 No.63266771 >>63266853 >>63266857

Do we know who he beat up?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:34:25 No.63266786

>>63265948 
stop acting like an edgy /b/tard from before the board just became the 2nd /trash/

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:37:28 No.63266820

>>63266244 
This person is right. The scale of usefulness varies of course but it isn't wrong

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:40:03 No.63266853

>>63266771 
His father, who did nothing but help and support him

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:40:42 No.63266857 >>63266924

>>63266771 
pretty sure it was domestic battery so i would imagine his dad since they clashed often

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:41:32 No.63266866 >>63266900

>>63264894 
>not redirecting to cia website 
kys

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:44:31 No.63266900

>>63266866 
>not redirecting to cia website 
hahahahaha 
I mean, no!! 
(haha)

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:46:29 No.63266924 >>63266990

>>63266857 
im sure they are glad to have him out of their house too. now they can sleep in peace without hearing toy drums and shitty
8bit sounds from temple os.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:48:24 No.63266948 >>63267013 >>63267309
File: 32584-praying-hands-3-120(...).jpg (126 KB, 1200x627)
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>>

Please Pray for the following things 

Pray for Jesus Christ to help Terry 
Pray for Jesus Christ to protect Terry 
Pray for Terry to be protected 
Pray that he gets through this 
Pray that Terry gets better 
Pray that Jesus Christ guides Terry to have his psychological condition cured 

In the name of Jesus Christ we pray all these things. 

Amen.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:51:50 No.63266990 >>63267065

>>63266924 
they should have used that time to reflect on how they managed to be such poor parents

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:53:17 No.63267013 >>63267168

>>63266948 
Davis needs to pray for forgiveness for his blasphemy against God.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:53:41 No.63267020

>>63263402 (OP) 
This is just God's plan.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:56:43 No.63267065 >>63267081

>>63266990 
Are you some retarded millennial who blames all your problems on others?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)18:58:04 No.63267081 >>63267143

>>63267065 
no but everyone knows mental illness doesn't just magically appear
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:02:32 No.63267143 >>63267306

>>63267081 
It wasn't their parenting

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:05:02 No.63267168

>>63267013 
Regardless, you are still able to pray for improvement of his situation.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:06:33 No.63267192

>>63263402 (OP) 
How much time?

 Th !e.FaLconO6 11/07/17(Tue)19:09:41 No.63267230 >>63267235 >>63267260

Why was he arrested?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:10:03 No.63267235 >>63267410

>>63267230 
kill yourself

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:12:05 No.63267260 >>63267410

>>63267230 
Fuck off, falcon

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:12:10 No.63267262

I hope you know that God is perfectly just and that you'll pay for handing Terry over to the CIA niggers.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:14:58 No.63267299 >>63267318

>>63266423 
>Simple solution would be to involuntarily commit him. 

Deinstitutionalization has fucked the US mental health care system, at most he's going to get an overburdened case worker
who comes by every month to give him depot antipsychotic injections.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:15:30 No.63267306 >>63267351

>>63267143 
whatever you say bud

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:15:47 No.63267309 >>63267409

>>63266948 
Our prophet who art in jail 
Hallowed be thy name 
Thy os come  
Thy will be done 
On bare metal as it is in qemu. 
Give us this day our daily stream 
And forgive us our shitposting 
As we forgive those who shitpost against us. 
And lead us not into proprietary software 
But deliver us from closed source 
amen

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:17:01 No.63267318
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>>63267299 
I have no problems with medication compliance, it's the only thing that will help him. He could stand to gain some weight
also.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:17:10 No.63267320

>>63263786 
Or else?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:19:37 No.63267351

>>63267306 
He's a grown man, and response for each and every one of his actions.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:20:20 No.63267357 >>63267396 >>63267418

every1 itt relax, terry will be fine. you just wont see him for a few weeks, thats all

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:22:25 No.63267384

>>(775)-751-7027 

call em up boys

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:23:39 No.63267396

>>63267357 
But what about his car, with all his worldly possessions inside, including his TempleOS laptop. We can't let his things be
stolen!

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:24:45 No.63267409

>>63267309 
brilliant! ty!

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:24:47 No.63267410 >>63267448

>>63267235 
>>63267260 
Don't be mean, Falcon is based

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:25:47 No.63267418 >>63267556

>>63267357 
The best part about this is his house will be impounded and repossessed, and he's going to be homeless after he gets out.
So we probably won't see him again for a long, long time.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:25:50 No.63267419

>>63265178 
>I think we reached an understanding 
holy fuck, my sides

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:28:14 No.63267448 >>63267454

>>63267410 
He's a faggot marketing shill

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:28:43 No.63267452

This is the first Terry video I ever watched: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TN266WkrPRs [Embed] 
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Is he like Tom Green? He does stuff to get people to watch him? It just doesn't seem real.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:29:10 No.63267454 >>63267609

>>63267448 
You don't know shit dummy

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:35:25 No.63267528

>>63266635 
do you know where i can see the video?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:37:21 No.63267556 >>63267609

>>63267418 
>impounded and repossessed 
they are bastards if they do that just to collect the warrant money knowing full well about his full-on set mental illness 
but now that you mention it, it is the vegas state so im not so sure about the judge being a decent person

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:41:15 No.63267604 >>63267659

>>63263402 (OP) 
>terrys in jail 
Now's a good time to stop saying nigger every sentence, Terr

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:41:36 No.63267609 >>63267624

>>63267454 
Tell us why he's so great then 

>>63267556 
He owes money on the car, it's literally not his. It will get impounded, and either the tow company will get it, or the bank. 30-
40 a day for 4-6 weeks *minimum*

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:42:37 No.63267624 >>63267646

>>63267609 
Form your own opinions on why you don't like him

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:44:07 No.63267646 >>63267801

>>63267624 
Already did that years ago sweetie

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:44:39 No.63267650 >>63267770
File: 1494617992396.jpg (36 KB, 320x272)
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>>63263503 
>>63263531 
Terry's not locked in there with them, they are locked in there with Terry.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:45:37 No.63267659 >>63267688

>>63267604 
Nah, he won't step foot in a prison. He'll be sent to long term psychiatric for sure.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:45:47 No.63267660 >>63267688 >>63267706

Can I have quick rundown on who's Terry and what did /g/ do to him?  
ty  
>>63264262 
>This is a for-profit prison 
wait... what?! Does such thing really exist?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:46:02 No.63267663

>complaining on 4chan about crazy people 
Most of interesting content on this website is produced by closeted schizos, bipolars, and autists. 
And shut the fuck up about APs until you try Haldol/Seroquel.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:47:10 No.63267677 >>63267730

>>63266365 
>The US has almost no way of dealing with mentally unstable people. 
They could just get private treatment on a comfy private island that will accelerate recovery. All you need is money but
according to Republicans, everyone can get rich.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:48:15 No.63267688

>>63267659 
That's true, no judge is going to listen to him for more than a minute and not send him to the loony bin 
>>63267660 
For profit prisons exist, but not as common as people make them out to be. Basically because some people just can't not
break the law, we ran out of room in prisons and had to make new ones and pay outside companies to run them. It's a big
deal recently in US politics, especially after "cash for kids", where a judge was sending kids to a specific prison for
anything he could throw together, in return for a payout from the prison owner.

 Th !e.FaLconO6 11/07/17(Tue)19:50:04 No.63267706 >>63267744

>>63267660 
>Does such thing really exist? 
http://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/private-prisons-united-states/ 
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>Private prisons in the United States incarcerated 126,272 people in 2015, representing 8% of the total state and federal
prison population. Since 2000, the number of people housed in private prisons has increased 45%. 

Apparently, 126K people are inside for-profit prisons.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:51:36 No.63267730

>>63267677 
Sitting on his ass for 20+ years on the public's dime has gotten him nowhere. He could have been rich, dude's smart, but
nope, won't take his crazy pills and be a good boy.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:52:38 No.63267744

>>63267706 
>Th !e.FaLconO6 

well there goes the thread 

enjoy your faggotry

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:54:51 No.63267770

>>63267650 
>Terry's not locked in there with them, they are locked in there with Terry. 
this

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:56:59 No.63267794

>>63266329 
The drugs don't work in most people you fucking moron, and they have extreme immediate side effects. That's why they
refuse to fucking take them. If they worked, they would bear the side effects or try others, slowly, because if you didn't
know, you don't just fucking drop and switch those things like bonbons. But a failed fucking normie like you could not
understand such a simple problem, no wonder you're a depressed useless retard.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)19:57:37 No.63267801

>>63267646 
Don't call me that

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:01:27 No.63267843

>>63263402 (OP) 
RIP F

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:07:27 No.63267921 >>63267964 >>63268433

GOD DAMNIT WHY DID YOU ASSHOLES GET HIM THAT DRUM SET

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:07:59 No.63267925

man, this has been a rough year for tdog

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:10:26 No.63267964

>>63267921 
4 people donated to the drum set and I don't think any were from /g/ who are you even talking to

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:11:54 No.63267979 >>63268102
File: duckgoosebig.jpg (130 KB, 600x620)
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>private prisons 
>make a profit incarcerating people 

t. retard 

I don't think you understand thats' because the government subsidizes the shit out of them. Your tax dollars are still paying
for terry idiot.  
1400 a month is nothing in america and is the cheapest(and probably worst) option for dealing with people like this.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:13:43 No.63268007

As I'm sure anyone who has worked on compilers will agree, a pure stack machine is suited best for interpreters, not
compilers. I used a stack machine for most of my back-ends during my undergrad. I'm doing my masters now and I can
say confidently that I chose that design out of naiveté.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:15:54 No.63268030

>>63263402 (OP) 
He'll be back by the end of the year

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:17:51 No.63268059 >>63268084
File: terry12100.jpg (755 KB, 2531x1965)
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wait hold on terry made a j/o vid??

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:19:57 No.63268084

>>63268059 
>sends porn videos to Dianna every day for over a year 
how new are you

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:21:22 No.63268102 >>63268165

>>63267979 
>1400 
dude a direct conversion of that value to my shitcurrency can give you a super comfy "middle class" life with plenty of
shekkles to spare, in my third world hell hole. 
what is the buying power in the US for that value? is it rent at fault here?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:28:41 No.63268165 >>63268234
File: feelsandmen.jpg (306 KB, 629x800)
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>>63268102 
16 grand a year is poverty in many states. In most liberal states you will struggle to find an apartment for under 800 a
month. 

I live in bum fuck florida and own my own house. That said a pound of chicken breast costs 14 fucking dollars. I had to pay
8000 dollars for a new air conditioning system 3 months ago. I make just under 100 grand a year and my life is comfy but
on the verge of poor and god forbid I get into any kind of serious accident/really hurt myself. 

In the past I also dealt with schizophrenia like terry. Medicaid/Medicare DO NOT cover many of the medications and I paid
800~ a month for some at one point. Literally cost me more to try and fix myself than I would have spent just buying legal
oxy or flat out heroin. 
TL;DR cost of living in united states fluctuates massively depending on the state. Housing might be dirt fucking cheap but
produce and meat will fuck you over. Medications cost a fortune. Insurance is good luck have fun tier if your employer isn't
paying for it or your state isn't subsidizing you.

https://i.4cdn.org/g/1510104521247.jpg
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:31:28 No.63268198 >>63268552
File: terrydrums.gif (1.76 MB, 480x270)

Why terry why? 
You were my only friend, don't let cia niggers change you

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:34:09 No.63268234 >>63268250

>>63268165 
>pound of chicken breast costs 14 fucking dollars 

liar

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:35:23 No.63268250 >>63268268

>>63268234 
thats at publix but even at nig central winndixie its still 12 bux/lb

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:36:49 No.63268268

>>63268250 
liar 

Rev. 21:8

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:40:10 No.63268309 >>63268337

first time on this board ever. Let me see the Terry memes that explain who he is... I like that he hates the CIA

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:41:52 No.63268337 >>63268352

>>63268309 
He loves Gentoo also, and would recommend that you install it

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:42:48 No.63268352

>>63268337 
dont know Gentoo

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:51:25 No.63268433

>>63267921 
I'm sure that whoever helped get him the drumset, never would have done it, if they had even the slightest idea that
something bad would come of it.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:53:24 No.63268449
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>>63263800 
battery

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)20:58:43 No.63268502 >>63268528
File: gondola123.gif (1.5 MB, 550x400)

>pressing charges against your own severely mentally ill son 
>sending him to american jail knowing full well hes beyond crazy and has no filter on his racism 

wow that is beyond fucked up considering your genetics are to blame for his condition. Hope mr god orders some honor
killings after terry gets out somehow.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:02:01 No.63268528 >>63268590

>>63268502 
no it's not because he might go even deeper into psychosis and hurt himself or someone.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:02:52 No.63268539

>>63263705 
this is the reason he became homeless and is now in jail, cia nigger

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:03:54 No.63268552

>>63268198 
>You were my only friend 
Now I know the type of person that likes Terry.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:08:23 No.63268590

>>63268528 
are you some kind of eurodog who thinks the american prison system helps the mentally ill. There isn't even a guarantee he
will be shipped off to a mental facility. Not that he would be much better off in one. Hes been in them before and they
clearly decided he wasn't a hazard to society. 

>the reclusive super autistic schizo whom only leaves his mancave to get more discount soda is a threat to others. 
Honestly his dad must've said some really fucked up shit to cause him to have such an outburst.
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 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:14:41 No.63268643

Niggercattle niggercattle woo woo woo

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:16:24 No.63268660 >>63268678

was he actually a good dev, or is his stuff all shit

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:18:07 No.63268678

>>63268660 
ask stupid questions, get stupid answers, gtfo

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:31:01 No.63268794

>>63265769 
Your sides can't travel that far that fast anoon.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:32:00 No.63268802 >>63268823
File: doggo lights one up.jpg (54 KB, 500x372)

>>63264114 
That is not a snail.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:33:47 No.63268823
File: nigger.jpg (112 KB, 640x480)
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>>63268802 
That isn't a doggo

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:40:51 No.63268897 >>63268940

what did terry do I haven't been following him recently

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:45:13 No.63268940 >>63268969

>>63268897 
He murdered some random pedestrian with his car in the 90's.

 Th !e.FaLconO6 11/07/17(Tue)21:48:02 No.63268969 >>63269374

>>63268940 
You mean raped and murdered a girl in 1990, right? Wasn't that some other celebrity?

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)21:51:57 No.63269009

>>63264743 
all you glow in the dark CIA niggers will face god's holy judgement  
>>63263628 
>Live streaming your life on the internet while being on the run from the cops was a bad idea. Who would've known? 
Terry has always been on the run from the CIA niggers, they never caught him before

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:22:05 No.63269331

>>63264491 
You seem to be new here

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:25:46 No.63269374 >>63269397
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>>63268969 
His car made contact with a melanin-enriched government employee in 1999.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:27:19 No.63269397

>>63269374 
Under nocturnal conditions, said employees possess bio-luminescence.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:34:15 No.63269477

schizo nibber gonna die ahaha

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:43:55 No.63269600 >>63269665 >>63269680

Is there a difference between a prison and a jail in burgersan? Is terry surrounded by rapist and murderers awaiting trial, or
the regular kind? Not having a filter will not do terry any good in either case...

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:49:35 No.63269665

>>63269600 
Jail is where you stay awaiting trial or for small sentences. Prison is where you go after sentencing. There's a reason this is
called a "detention facility" and not a prison. Jails usually have worse conditions I've heard. But the quality of inmates
might be higher because they aren't convicted of serious crimes.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:50:53 No.63269680 >>63269742 >>63269754 >>63270333

>>63269600 
do a google image search of "pahrump detention center". A few of the top hits will be the conditions Terry might face in
general population when he is there. I do not think he will like it.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:56:18 No.63269742
File: prisons2.jpg (306 KB, 1600x1063)
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>>63269680 
Well shit.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)22:57:34 No.63269754

>>63269680 
Most people will probably leave him alone once they discover he is schizophrenic.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)23:20:41 No.63270048
File: TerryHero.jpg (19 KB, 240x240)

>>63263503 
Prayers go out to the madman. He may not be the hero we deserve, but he's the hero we need. And so the CIA Niggers will
jail him, because he can take it.

 Anonymous 11/07/17(Tue)23:47:42 No.63270333

>>63269680 
human contact is what he needs. he craves it, but is too nervous/self-conscious for it. being forced into is probably the best
thing for him.
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